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ABSTRACT 
This paper deals with a module-theoretic approach to the dipolynomial matrix 
parametrization of discrete-time behavior systems as introduced by Willems. Canoni- 
cal minimal-lag representations for these behaviors are constructed which are tighter 
than the corresponding polynomial representations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Matrices of rational functions play an important role in the description of 
the input-output behavior of linear systems via transfer functions (matrices). 
With the introduction of minimal bases of rational vector spaces, Fomey 
(1975) gave elegant algebraic solutions for problems in the context of the 
input-output behavior of linear systems-for example, problems of realization 
and invertibility of linear systems. 
For the algebraic description of the state-space approach and the system 
description via polynomial matrices [introduced by Rosenbrock (1970)], mod- 
ules over the polynomial ring are the relevant structures. The foundation for 
the module-theoretic treatment of linear systems was laid in the pioneering 
Chapter 10 of the book by Kalman et al. (1969). Within the algebraic theory 
of linear systems developed in the last twenty years, very important contribu- 
tions are due to Fuhrmann (1976, 1977, 1991). His approach, originally 
developed for a better understanding of the concept of strict system equiva- 
lence, was extended over the years to a systematic treatment of a variety of 
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problems for state-space, transfer-function, and polynomial system matrix 
representations of linear systems. 
In recent years Willems has developed, in a series of papers (1986a, b, 
1987, 1988, 19911, a general theory of dynamical behavior systems. In this 
framework it is shown that every discrete-time, linear, time-invariant com- 
plete behavior system has an autoregressive CAR) representation, where the 
representing matrix is dipolynomial (Willems, 1991). 
In our paper we consider some aspects of a module-theoretic treatment of 
those system representations over the ring of dipolynomials F[s, s-l]. In 
particular, we extend the concept of polynomial minimal bases for modules 
and rational vector spaces (cf. Fomey, 1975; Miinzner and Pr;itzel-Wolters, 
1979; Kailath, 1980) to the dipolynomial case. We proceed as follows: 
Section 2 contains some preliminaries concerning the ring of dipolynomi- 
als and dipolynomial matrices. 
In Section 3 we introduce dipolynomial minimal bases for rational vector 
spaces and dipolynomial modules, and compare these bases with the existing 
polynomial concepts. Furthermore, we characterize the dipolynomial minimal 
basis transformations and derive canonical dipolynomial minimal bases in 
echelon form. 
In Section 4 we apply the results of Section 3 to discrete-time AR 
systems. In particular, we identify the dipolynomial minimal module bases as 
the minimal-lag descriptions (cf. Willems, 1991) of the associated behavior 
system. This way the canonical form constructed in Section 3 is shown to be a 
trim canonical form for the dipolynomial matrix parametrization of AR 
equations. It coincides with a (modified) canonical representation given in 
Willems (i99i). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let F denote any field, F[ s] the ring of polynomials in the indeterminate 
s, F(s) the field of rational functions, and 
F[s,s-l] = {aLsL + **- +fflsl:L, 1 E z, 1 < L, ffk E F 
fork E {Z,...,L}} (2.1) 
the ring of dipolynomials with coefficients in F. Observe that F[s, s-l] is the 
ring which is obtained by localization of F[s] at S := {sk: k E N), which is a 
submonoid of the multiplicative monoid of F[s] (see e.g. Jacobson, 1989); in 
particular this means that all elements of S are units in F[s, s-l]. 
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It is well known that F[s] is a euclidean ring with respect to the degree 
function 
deg: 
F[s] --f N, 
q,sL + *** +cY,sl --f L. (2.2) 
The units in F[s] are the nonzero constants CY # 0, cy E F. Modifying (2.2) 
for F[s, s-l] to 
ddeg : 
F[s,s-‘1 + N, 
cY/ + *a. +Czpl + L - I, 
(2.3) 
one obtains: 
LEMMA 2.1. (F[s, s-l], ddeg) is a euclidean ring. The units in F[s, s-l] 
are the elements of the form asd, d E Z, (Y E F, (Y # 0. 
We skip the easy proof; note that the second statement holds by construc- 
tion of F[s, s-‘1. Moreover, the following characterization of irreducible 
elements in F[ s, s - ’ ] is straightforward: 
LEMMA 2.2. q(s,s-') E F[s,s-‘1 is irreducible if and only if q has a 
representation of the form q(s, s -l) = skp(s), where k E Z and s z p(s) E 
F[ s] is irreducible in F[ s]. 
Note that deg s L=L for LEN, while ddegsL=O for LEZ. We 
denote by Fgx9[s] (FgX9[s,s - '1) the set of g x q polynomial (dipoly- 
nomial) matrices. The units in the rings Fnxn[s] (F”‘“[s, SC’]) are called 
uniwwdular matrices. A matrix R E Fnxn[s] (Fnxn[s, s-l]) is unimodular iff 
det R is a unit in F[s] (F[s, s-l]). 
3. MINIMAL BASES 
To every rational k X n matrix G(s) E F kx “(s) is associated the F(s)- 
vector space V, := F’xk(s>G(s>, and there holds dimFcs) Vo = rankFcsj G. 
Conversely, there exists for every F(s)-vector space V c F1 x n(s) with 
dim F(s) V = k a matrix G(s) E Fkxn(s) of F(s)-rank k such that V = V,. 
Matrices G(s) of full row rank are called bases for the vector space V,. 
Analogously there are associated free F[s]-modules (F[s, s-‘]-modules) of 
vector polynomials (dipolynomials) M, := Flxk[s]G(s> (G’, := 
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Flxk[s, s~~]G(s, s-‘>> t o every polynomial (dipolynomial) k X n matrix G(s) 
E FkX”[s] (G(s, s-l> E Fkxn[s, s-‘1). Observe that 
dim MC = rank,i,l G(s), dim L& = rank,,S,,-II G(s, s-l). (3.1) 
Matrices G(s) (G(s, s-l>> with F[s]-I’ mear_( F[ s, se1 ]-linear) independent 
rows are called bases for the modules M, (M,). For those basis matrices we 
have 
MG~ = Mc, = ST(s) E Fkxk[s] unimodular s.t. G, = TG,, 
iGiG1 = xic, e 3T(s) E Fkxk[s, s-l] unimodular s.t. G, = TG,. 
The extension of the scalar degree functions deg and ddeg to the vector _case 
associates degree structure to submodules M c F1’ “[ s] and M c 
FIXn[s, s-l]: 
deg: 
i 
F1x”[s] --f N, FIXn[s, s-l] --) N, 
LyLSL + 0.. +a$ --, L, 
ddeg: 
ffLSL + *** +qs’ + L - 1. 
The pioneering work of Fomey (1975) on minimal bases for rational 
vector spaces initiated a series of papers on minimal bases and their relations 
to control-theoretic constructions. In this section we extend the concept of 
minimal bases to the dipolynomial case. 
For a dipolynomial matrix G(s, s-l> E Fkxn[s, s-l], 
the numbers 
vi := ddeg g,(s, s-l), i E &, (3.3a) 
k 
v:= c vi 
i=l 
(3.2) 
(3.3b) 
are called the dipolynomial indices and the dipolynomial order of G. 
\ 
4 
[G];l := : ER~~~~[G];:= : . 
: 1 
(3.4) 
k 
I 
ff0 
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DEFINITION 3.1. A matrix G(s, s-l) E Fkxn[s, s-l] is called a dipoly- 
nomial minimal basis of an F(s)-vector space V C FIX”(s) if 
(i) G is basis of V; 
(ii) the dipolynomial order of G is minimal among all dipolynomial bases 
of v. 
Associated with G(s, s-‘> as in (3.2) are the highest row coe&ient and 
the lowest row coeficient matrix 
A matrix G(s, s-l) with [GIL and [G]; of full row rank is called row proper. 
THEOREM 3.2 (dipolynomial minimal vector-space bases). Let G(s, s-l) 
E Fkxn[s, s-l] as in (3.2) be a dipolynomial basis of V = Flxk(s)G(s, s-l). 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) G is a dipolynomial minimal basis for V. 
(ii) (a) Th g t t e rea es common divisor (gcd) of all k X k minors of G is a unit 
in F[s, s-l]. 
(b) rank F [G];I = k and rank F [G]; = k. 
(iii) (a) G is nonsingular modulo p(s, s-l 
-l> E F[s, s-l]. 
> for all irreducible dipolynomials 
ph, s 
6) Letf (s, s-l) = <fi, . . . , f n > be the vector of all k x k minorsfi of 
0 k 
G. Then 
Y:= 5 vi =ddegf. 
i=l 
(iv) rf y = xG is dipolynomial, then: 
(a) x is dipolynomial. 
(b) For x(s,s-~) = (~~(s,s-'),...,Xk(s,S-~)) with Xi(s, s-l) = p,!,sk’ 
+ .*. +&sk~-‘* there holds 
ddeg y = iz;y,( ki + ni) - izy$O(k, - 7i + ni - vi) (3.5) 
( predictable-degree property). 
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dim,Vd = c (d - vi), 
i:v,zzd 
(3.6) 
where V, := {y(s) E V n Flx”[s]:deg y(s) < d]. 
Furthermore the following conditions are equivalent: (iiXa), (iiixa), 
(ivXa), and 
Cc> Gh, s-l) is a basis of A, := V n Fkxn[s, s-l]. 
Proof. The structure of the proof is as follows: 
(iiXa) (4 
(i&a) e (iv;(a) 
(i)< ,“(v) j (i) 
(iip) t> (ivXb) 
(iiiXb) 
The proofs for (iiXa) - (iiiXa) * (ivXa> e (c) are easily adapted from the 
corresponding proofs for the polynomial case given in Fomey (1975), using 
the characterization of irreducible dipolynomials in Lemma 2.2; also, the 
proof of (iv) * (v) and the implication (v) * (i) is straightforward following 
that reference. 
(iiXb) - (iiixb): Let N be any k X k submatrix of G, and [ N 1: ([NIT) 
the corresponding submatrix of [G]; ([G]f). Then 
det N = det[N]t-s” + *-a +det[N]y ~.s”-“, 
where 
k k 
12 := C ni and v := C V. I* 
i=l i=l 
Hence (iiXb) is equivalent to the existence of submatrices N, and N, of G 
such that det [ N1]z + 0 z det [ N,]T, which is equivalent to (iii)(b). 
(iiXb) * (ivXb): There holds 
y = xG = [ ylhsb + ..- +[ y]p” (3.7) 
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with 
b := my0 (ki + ni) 1 e := min (ki - 7i + n, - vi). 
‘ t:rizO 
Let [Gil, ([Gil,) denote the ith row of [G];I ([Cl;); then 
[Ylh = It [xilh[Gilh~ [Yll = fI [xill[Gill~ 
i=l i=l 
where 
0, ki + n, < b, 
@, ki + ni = b, 
and 
[‘ill = ii, 
ki - 7i + ni - vi > e, 
k. + 7. + n. - v. = e. 
I I t 1 
The full-rank property of [GIL and [Glt implies 1 ylh z 0 Z [ yll. 
(iv)(b) =a (ii)(b): Assume rank[G];1 < k. Then there exist xi E F, i E 
(1,. .., kl, (x1.. .., xk) Z (0, . . . . 0) such that 
i$lxi[GiIh = 0. P-8) 
Let i, be an index such that vi0 = max{vi : xi # 0); furthermore let 
x(s, s-l) := ( XISn’P’, . . .) XkSn’o-““) 
and 
k 
&?(s, s-l) : = x(s, s -‘)G(s, 8-l) = C Xigi(S, s-l> . S%o-“‘. 
i=l 
Then because of (3.8), ddeg $s, s-l) < uiO; however, 
max ( ki + ni) = ,T,yo ( nio - ni + ni) = ni,, 
i:x,#O 
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and 
i::o(ki - ‘i + ni - ‘i> = i$20((“io - ni) + Cni - ‘i>) 
= min ( nio - vi) = nio - Via. 
i:r,#O 
Thus 
max (ki + rti) - min (ki - Ti + n, - vj) = via’ 
i:q#O i:q#O 
contradicting (iv)(b). Th e p roof for [G]f is completely analogous. 
(i) a (ii): See the reduction algorithms below. W 
Starting with a basis G(s) E FkX “(s), one obtains a dipolynomial minimal 
basis by the following three steps: 
(a) Multiply each row of G by the least common multiple of the 
denominators to make G dipolynomial. 
(b) Reduce the resulting matrix to a basis of 6, = V CI FkX n[~, s- ‘1. 
(c) Reduce further to obtain full-rank highest- and lowest-coefficient 
matrices. 
ALGORITHM [Performing step (b)]. This algorithm proves the implication 
(i) * (iii)(a) of Theorem 3.2. 
Let G(s, s-l> be given in the form (3.2). Define 
Let E(S) [6(s)] denote the gcd of the k X k-minors of G [El. Then 
6(s) = so%(s), where p := k (q - q). (3.9) 
i=l 
If E(S) is a unit in F[s, s-l], then nothing has to be proved, because of 
Theorem 3.2 (iii)(a) @ (c). 
Assume E(S) is not a unit in F[s, s-l]. Then by Lemma 2.2 E(S) has an 
irreducible polynomial factor p(s) # s, which in view of (3.9) is also a factor 
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of 6(s). Hence, modulo p, e does not have full rank. By applying Algorithm 
2 in Fomey (1975) we can replace a row &, of G by a row g of polynomial 
degree strictly less than that of &. Since g is a linear combination of the 
rows of G and the coefficient of &, in this linear combination is not equal to 
zero, the resulting matrix_ G(s, s-l) is also a basis, and G’(s, s-l) := 
diag(s ,..., (n,-v,) s(“- ‘k)) G(s, s-i> is a dipolynomial basis of lower dipoly- 
nomial order than G(s, s-l), since 
ddeg g < deg g < deg &, = ddeg g,,. 
ALGORITHM [Performing step (c)l. This algorithm provides a proof for 
the implication (i) = (ii)(b) of Theorem 3.2. 
Assume rank [GIL < k, and let z(.s, s-l) be constructed as in the proof of 
Theorem 3.2&)(b) * (ii)(b). Replace row gi, by g(s, s-l) to obtain a basis 
G(s, s-l) of Vc o f 1 ower dipolynomial order. Iterate until rank, [GIL = k. If 
rank [Cl; < k, proceed analogously to the case rank [G]; < k. 
In view of condition (v) of Theorem 3.2 it is clear that the dipolynomial 
indices do not depend-up to ordering-on the specific minimal basis, but 
only on the vector space V. Hence one can define: 
DEFINITION 3.3. The dipolynomial indices (Y), = ( vl, . . . , vk) and the 
dipolynomial order ZJ” = Ck= 1 vi of a k-dimensional F(s)-vector space V C 
F”“(s) are respectively the dipolynomial indices and the dipolynomial order 
of any dipolynomial minimal basis of V (in descending order). 
Replacing the F(s)-vector space V c FIXn(s) by free F[s, SC’I-submod- 
ules & c F”“[s, sP1 1, the notions of bases, dipolynomial indices, and dipoly- 
nomial order are defined completely analogously to the vector-space setting. 
Without proof we state: 
THEOREM 3.4. Let G_(s, s-l> in the form (3.2) be a dipolynomial basis 
of the F[s, s-‘]-module M, = FIXk[s, s-l] * G(s, s-l>. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) G is a minimal basis for h;i,. 
(ii) rank r [G]i and rank r[G]; = k. 
(iii) Let f(s, s-l> = <fi,. . . , f n 
( 1 
>, where thefi are the k x k minors of 
k 
G. Then 
ZJ:= iv,=ddegf. 
i=l 
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(iv) For y = xG with X(S, s-l) = (~l(s, s-l), . . . , Xk(s, s-l)) ad 
xi(s, s-1) = ~,“~s~* + .q. +~~s~~-‘~ there holds 
ddeg y = izyO (ki + ni) - ,~,$a ( ki - ri + ni - vi) 
( predictable-degree property). 
(v) For all d > 1 we have 
in 
dim& = dim,{y E i& n FIX” [sl :deg Y < d) = ,J<,(d - vi>* 
1-- 
It should be mentioned that the equivalence of (i>, (ii), and (iii) is stated 
Willems (I99I), but derived there in a quite different manner. 
Again condition (v) in The_orem 3.4 shows that the dipolynomial indices 
only depend on the module M. Hence we can also introduce the dipolyno- 
mial indices 
and the dipolynomial order 
k 
& = c si 
i=l 
of a k-dimensional submodule iG c FIX “[s, s- ‘1 as the indices and the 
order, respectively, of any dipolynomial minimal basis of G. 
For polynomial modules M c F lx “[s], the notions of polynomial minimal 
bases, indices (v), = (vi,. . . , vk), v1 > *** > vk, and order vlLi = c:, ivi 
are defined and analyzed in Miinzner and P&tzel-Wolters (1979). 
The following results summarize some properties of the different polyno- 
mial and dipolynomial concepts. Their proofs are straightforward conse- 
quences of the characterizations of minimal bases in Fomey (19751, Miinzner 
and Pratzel-Wolters (I979), and this paper. 
THEOREM 3.5. ILet V G F”“(s) be an F(s)-vector space. Then: 
(i) Eve y Forney-minimal basis of V is also a dipolynomial minimal basis. 
(ii) Every dipolynomial minimal basis G(s, s-l> of V in the form (3.2) 
with ni = vi for i = 1,. . . , k is also a Forney-minimal basis. 
(iii) The Forney indices (order) and dipolynomial indices (or&r> of V 
coincide. 
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REMARK 3.6. Contrary to Fomey-minimal bases, the maximal degree of 
the k x k minors of a dipolynomial minimal basis can be smaller than the 
order v. Equality holds only in the case when there exist columns jr, . . . , j, 
of [GIL and [G]; such that the matrices formed by them are nonsingular, i.e., 
det[G]2T....jt # 0 # det [G]{“.“‘j”. 
Consider the example 
W(s) = s2 1 zs s : 1 ,;2++2, * 
( I 
Then 
rank[W]L = rank (: 
The 2 x 2 minors of W are -s, s2 - 3s - 1, and s(? - 4s - 3), which are 
R[s]-coprime; hence W is a Fomey-minimal basis with indices vI = 2, 
v2 = 1 and order 3. However, there does not exist a 2 X 2 minor of 
dipolynomial degree 3, although there exists one of polynomial degree 3. The 
reason is that for j = (j,, j,) = (1,3), det [WI{ f 0 while det [WI{ = 0. 
Let G(sj E Fkx”[s] with rank G = k. As before, we associate with G 
the F(s)-vector space V, := F lxk&yl- G(s). Furthermore, we define &?vc := 
V, n Fl’“[s, s -;J andMvc := Vc fi F’““[s]. Thus 
Fix”(s) 3 V, 2 Ai&, I MVG. 
FlXk s s-1 
[ > I. G(s) 
the dipolynomial 
On the other hand, let M, := Fix k[ s] * G(s) and i& := 
be respectively the polynomial F[s]-modules and 
F[s, s-‘]-modules associated with G. Then 
FIXn[s] I M, c Ai& c V,. 
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Now one can easily derive conditions for the equality of the polynomial and 
the dipolynomial structures in the above inclusions. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let G(s) E Fkxn[sl with rank rIsl G = k. 
(i) G is a Forney-minimal basis for Vc if G is a polynomial minimal basis 
for M, and there holds 
M, = V, n FIXn[s] = MVG. (3.10) 
Furthermore, the following conditions are equivalent to (3.10): 
(a) The gcd of the k X k minors of G is a unit in F[s]. 
(b) G is nonsingular modulo p(s) f or all irreducible polynomials p(s) E F[ s]. 
(c) G is basis for Mvc. 
(d) All left divisors of G are unimodular elements of FkX k[ s]. 
(ii) G is a dipolynomial minimal vector space basis for V, iff G is a 
dipolynomial minimal basis for A& and 
ii& = V, n F”“[s, s-‘] = tivc. (3.11) 
Conditions (ii)(a), (iii)(a), (iv)(a) and (c) of Theorem 3.2 are equivalent 
conditions for (3.11). 
(iii) Assume G is in the form (3.2) with ni = vi for i = 1,. . . , k. Then G 
is a dipolynomial minimal basis of M, iff G is a polynomial minimal basis of 
M, and 
M, = R;i, n FIX”[s]. (3.12) 
(iv) G is a dipolynomial minimal vector space basis for V, iff G is a 
dipolynomial minimal basis for ii& and there holds 
MV, = 6, n FIX”[s]. 
Proof. (i): Miinzner and Pratzel-Wolters (1979). 
(ii): Obvious. 
(iii), e: Since G is a polynomial minimal basis, we obtain rank[G]L = k. 
Assume rank[G]; < k. Then there exists 0 # x0 E Flxk such that rJG]t = 
0. Moreover, x := x,,s-~ E FIXk[s, s-l] \ Flxk[s] and xG E F1’“[sI. 
Hence XC E d, n F1’ “[ s], but xG E M,. Thus G is a dipolynomial 
minimal basis [Theorem 3.4(ii)]. 
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* : Let G be a dipolynomial minimal basis. Then G is a polynomial 
minimal basis. Obviously, M, G M, I-I F’x”[s]. Let x E 6, n FIXn[~I. 
Then there exists y E Frxk[s, a-‘] with r = yG E F’““[s] and [xl1 = [y]l * 
[ G][ # 0. Since [G]; is of order 0, x polynomial implies y polynomial, and 
thus (3.12) holds. 
(iv), * : If G is a dipolynomial minimal basis of Vc, we obtain by (ii) 
M, = V, n Fl’“[s, SC’]. Then 
A& n F’~~~[s] = (vc n Fl'"[s, s-l]) n FIXn[s] 
= v, n Flxn[s] = Mvc. 
*: We show it?, = V, n F”“[s, s - ‘1; the statement then follows with 
(ii). Obviously, M, c V, n FIXn[s, SC’]. Let x E V, n Fl’“[s, sC’l.Then 
there exists y E F lxk(s) such that x = yG E F”“[s, s-l]. Let k E N such 
that skx E F""[s]. Then skx = (sky)G E Vc n F1x”[s] and, by assump- 
tion, there exists z E Flxk[s, sP1 ] such that skx = zG. Thus, x = (sPkz)G 
E FIXk[s, s-‘]G = M,. n 
The proof of the following corollary is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 3.7. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let G(s) E Fkxn[sl, rank FtsI G(s) = k. Then: 
(i) vi( M,) > ti( MG) 2 v,(V,) for i = 1, . . . , k. 
(ii) ui(M,) = si(M,) fir i = 1,. . . , k * M, = A&. n F1x”[sl. 
(iii) iTi = u,(V,) f&-i = l,..., k w L& = V, n Fl”‘[s, s-l]. 
EXAMPLES. 
(i) Let 
G(s) = g 1 2s l ( s+2 s2 + s g i ’ 
rank[G,];1 = 2 = rank[G,];, and the gcd of the 2 X 2 minors is s. Hence 
G_,(s) is a polynomial minimal basis of M,,, a dipolynomial minimal basis of 
M G,, and a dipolynomial minimal basis of Vc,, but not a Forney-minimal 
basis, because the gcd of the 2 X 2 minors is not a unit in F[.s]. 
(ii) Let 
G2(s) = s2 1 2s i l 
sf2 
s2 + s 1 s2+1 ’ 
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rank[GaI;[ = 2 = rank[G,];, and the gcd of the 2 X 2 minors is 1. Hence 
G_,(s) is a Fomey-, a dipolynomial, and a polynomial minimal basis for Vc2, 
M ,-,, and M,., respectively. 
We close this section with the characterization of dipolynomial minimal 
basis transformations and some results concerning canonical dipolynomial 
minimal bases in echelon form. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let G(s, s-l) E Fkx”[s, s- 
basis for V&G,> of th 
‘] be a dipolynomial minimal 
e or-m (3.2) with ordered dipolynomial indices f 
VI 2 lJ2 > ... > vk and row degrees’ deg g,(s, s-r) = ni, i E k, Let G = 
TG, T(s, s-‘> E Fkxk[s, s-l] unimodular. Then ?? is a dipolynomial minimal 
basis with ordered indices for V,(M,) if and only if 
tij(s, s-l) = 0 for vj > v, (3.13) 
and 
pij + ddeg tij( s, s-‘) < vi - vj for vj f vi> (3.14) 
where 
Pij = deg tij - ddeg tij + nj - vj - 7~ (deg tij - ddeg tij + nj - vj). 
(3.15) 
Proof. Let To := minj t !! 
let i; = diag(s-'1, . . . , s 
(deg tij - ddeg tij + nJ - vjk i E k. Further 
-‘“> T. Then the elements tij of T are of the form 
fij(S, s-1) = s-(n,-YJ)+P1I p,,(s), where p,,(s) E F[s] and ~~~(0) # 0 for all 
(i, j) E k X n for which tij # 0. Note that deg pij = ddeg tij. Furthermore, 
the numbers pjj are nonnegative, and for every i E k there exists a j, E 
0,. . . , kl such that pij, = 0. 
‘Observe that we now also use the polynomial degree function deg for dipolynomials: 
deg:F[s, s-l] + 2, (Y[_s~ + ... +qs’ + L. 
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Assume now that G = TG is a dipolynomial minimal basis with the same 
ordered indices v1 > v2 > *** > vk. Then for i E k 
ddeg &( s, s i tij(s, s-‘)g,(s, s-‘) 
j=l 
s71 i fij( s, s-‘) gj( s, s-l) 
j=l 
i tij(s, s-')gj(s,s-') 
j=l 
Condition (iv)(b) in Theorem 3.2 gives 
max ( -(nj - vj) + pij + deg pij + aj) 
j:tij#O 
-j~~o(-(nj - 'j) + pij + ( nj - Vj)) = vj 
‘I 
or, equivalently, 
max ( vj + pij + deg pij) - j$,:, ( Pij) = Vi, 
j:t,+O 
‘I 
which implies (3.13) and (3.14). 
Conversely, let T satisfy (3.13) and (3.14). Then 
gj( ST s -1) = ST1 2 fjj(& s-l)&, s-l) 
j=l 
=s 7% C se(n,-Vj)+P:,pij(s)( (yJlsnj + ... +(Y~S”J-‘J) 
j:vj<ui 
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The inequality (3.14) shows that 
pij + deg p, = 0 for vi = v. I’ 
(3.16) 
vj + pij + deg pij < vj + vi - vj = vi if vi#vj. 
Hence 
&(s,s-1) = [&]*.ST’+v* + *-* +[gi]l’sr’. 
Now 
[gill = C Pij(O) * ad =: qi[G]I, (3.17) 
j:vj< Y,, pij=o 
where qi E Flxk 
(3.17). 
and qij = 0 if j does not appear as a summation index in 
Since T is unimodular and upper block-triangular, in every block on the 
diagonal there is at least one nonzero element; hence because pi&O) # 0 we 
have qi # 0, and [qill # 0 with Theorem 3.2(n)(b) [Theorem 3.4(n)]. Thus 
(3.18) 
However, Q is of the same block structure as T-indeed, the elements in the 
diagonal blocks coincide. Hence Q is of full rank and thus rank [El; = k. On 
the other hand, 
[Eilh = c [ PijIhdl =: ~i[GIrh (3.19) 
j’VI< Y{, 
~,~+deg pij= v,- vj 
with wi E Flxk and wij = 0 if j is not a summation index. Again (3.16) 
shows that the above sum is not empty, and the unimodularity of T gives 
wi # 0 and hence [&lh # 0 (again because of the row properness of G). 
Then 
[El; = [G]; =: W[G];. (3.20) 
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As above, one concludes rank [GIL = k. Thus c is a dipolynomial minimal 
basis as a consequence of Theorem 3.2($(b) (Theorem 3.4, (ii)). n 
REMARK 3.10. Contrary to polynomial minimal-basis transformations for 
the modules M, c Flx”[ ] s as characterized in Miinzner and Pratzel-Wolters 
(I979), the dipolynornial minimal-basis transformations depend on the de- 
gree structure of the particular basis G(s, s-l) which has to be transformed. 
The numbers n, = deg g&s, s-l) are neither vector-space nor module invari- 
ants. 
Theorem 3.9 is a useful tool in determining “canonical” dipolynomial 
minimal bases. 
Given a dipolynomial minimal basis G(s, s-l) E FkX”[s, s-l] with or- 
dered dipolynomial indices ZJ~ < vs ,< ... < yk we denote by ‘yi the small- 
est integer such that the matrix Gh which consists of the intersection of 
columns yi, . . . , yj of [G]; and rows of [GIL which correspond to indices 
Q ui is of full rank. The -yi are called pivot indices (cf. Hinrichsen and 
Prlzel-Wolters, 1983). 
It is easy to show that the pivot indices are vector-space invariants as well 
as module invariants; the proof essentially follows the line of the proof given 
in Fomey (1975) and is thus omitted. 
Refining the notation (3.2) by 
gJs, s-1) = c+fl’ + . . . +(-+v, 
= (a;,+. . ., my;+* + ... +( c+, . . . . o;~‘+“-“, (3.21) 
for i E 11,. . . , k}, we say that a row-proper matrix G E Fkxn[s, s-l] with 
row indices vi,. . . , vk and pivot indices yi, . . . , Yk is in echelon form if the 
following conditions hold: 
(i) One has 
(3.22) 
(ii) One has 
n, = vi for i E {l,...,k} and (Y~;Y~ = 1. (3.23) 
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(iii) For i, j E (1, . . . , k), i # j, and vi < vj one has 
aj2rz = 
“I 
a;:~i = . . . = aiz yi = 0 
I “8 I i.e. ddeg gj, y,( s, s-r) < Vi] * 
(3.24) 
Note that this definition coincides with Forney’s definition of minimal 
echelon bases for rational vector spaces (with a modified notion of row 
properness) and, up to condition (ii), also with the definition of polynomial 
echelon bases for full polynomial submodules M c F1’ “[ s] in Hinrichsen 
and Pratzel-Walters (1983). The proof of the following explicit characteriza- 
tion of dipolynomial minimal bases in echelon form is completely analogous 
to the proof of the corresponding result (Proposition 5.7) in the last-men- 
tioned paper. The only modification which has to be considered is the 
generalization to rectangular basis matrices instead of square ones. 
PROPOSITION 3.11. A row-proper dipolynomial matrix G(s, s-l> E 
Fkxn[s, s-l], k < n, with rows g,(s, s-l>, i = 1,. . . , k, of the form (3.21) 
and ordered row indices vl < a*. < vk is in echelon form if: 
(i) G(s, s-r) is polynomial with n, = vi for i c 11, . . . , k} and 
rank 
. . . l,n 
a0 
. . . k,n 
a0 
\ 
zz k. (3.25) 
I 
(ii) There exists a k X k permutation matrix P with entries 1 at ( pj, j) 
such that for 1, j E 4 
l<j and vj= v,*&</!I, (3.26) 
and’ 
(g?..., gyf, = I,. (3.27) 
‘Here(gfll,..., g Pkg denotes the submatrix of the highest column coefficient matrix [Glz 
formed by the columns &, . . , PI, of [Gig. 
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(iii> The ith row of [G]; is of the form 
REMARK 3.12. The indices pi introduced above coincide with the pivot 
indices ‘y,. 
THEOREM 3.13. Every F[s, s-‘]-module G E FiX”[s, s-l] has a unique 
dipolynomial minimal basis in echelon form. 
Proof. Every dipolynomial minimal basis G of A? in echelon form is 
polynomial because trl = oi for i E (1,. . . , k}. Furthermore, by Theorem 
3.7(iii) G is also a polynomial minimal basis for M = M n F lx “[s] and in 
echelon form as defined by Hinrichsen and Pratzel-Wolters (1983, Definition 
5.5). The uniqueness part of Theorem 3.13 then follows with the correspond- 
ing uniqueness result therein (Corollary 5.9). 
To show existence, let G(s) be a dipolynomial minimal basis of 6 with 
[G]; = G(0) = of full rank k. 
In particular, G(s) is polynomial. Let G(s) the minimal basis in echelon form 
of the F[ s]-module F’ “[ s]G( s). Then d(s) satisfies the conditions (ii) and 
(iii) of Proposition 3.11. Furthermore, c(s) = T(s)G(s) where T(s) is a 
polynomial unimodular minimal basis transformation. These transformations 
leave the rank of G(O) invariant: c(O) = T(O)G(O), rank c(O) = k, i.e. also (i) 
of Proposition 3.11 is satisfied and c(s) indeed is a dipolynomial minimal 
basis in echelon form. l 
REMARK 3.14. The corresponding result for dipolynomial bases of F(s)- 
vector spaces follows directly from the characterization of the echelon form in 
Forney (1975), since a dipolynomial basis in echelon form is a Fomey basis 
by Theorem 3.5(n). 
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4. TRIM CANONICAL FORMS FOR SYSTEMS 
IN AR REPRESENTATION 
In the recent years J. C. Willems has developed, in a series of papers, a 
general theory of dynamical systems X = (T, W, 9) with time axis T C_ R, 
signal alphabet W, and behavior 9 c W T (see e.g. Willems 1986a,b, 1987, 
1988, 1991). In this framework it is shown that every linear time-invariant 
complete system C with time axis T = Z has an autoregressive AR represen- 
tation 
G’ = kerR(a, u-‘) (4.la) 
~(s, s-‘) = R,sL + a.. +R$ E Rpxq[s, s-l]. (4.lb) 
Here crt :WT -+ WT, w(t^> + w(t^ + t), t E T, is called the t-shij3. The 
operator 
R( u, a-1): 
i 
(Rq)Z -+ (Rp)Z 
w(t) -+ R,w( t + L) + **- +Rp( t + 1) ’ 
t E z, 
is called a dipolynomial shifi operator. If 1 > 0, then R(cr , o-l> is polyno- 
mial and denoted by R(u). q denotes the dimension of the signal alphabet 
space W = Rq, whereas p, the number of equations representing 9, is 
flexible. 
For T = Z,, R, R, there are analogous polynomial AR representations 
with 
B’= kerR(o) where R(s) E Rpxq[s]. (4.2) 
Among all dipolynomial matrices R(s, s-i) satisfying (4.la) there exist 
those with full row rank. They are unique up to multiplication from the left 
by unimodular matrices U(s, s-l>. Let 
R(s, s-l) = 
I 
rl( s, s-l> 
1 rp( s, s-l) 
\ 
= 
, 
a&y1 + . . . +(ylSnl-“l 0 \ 
> (4.3) 
I 
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n,, vi E Z, vi > 0, be such a full-row-rank dipolynomial matrix. Then 
R(s, s-l) is called a minimal-lug description of C (cf. Willems, 1991) if 
among all full-row-rank AR representations of 2 it has the total Zug L,,, = 
C,P_ 1 vi as small as possible. Recause all the representations Ns, s-l> of 2 
are obtained from a particular one by multiplication from the left by 
unimodular matrices U(s, SC’>, the minimal-lag descriptions are exactly the 
dipolynomial mini ma1 bases of the module iG, := Rlxp[s, s-'INS, s-'> 
characterized in Theorem 3.4 by the conditions 
rank[R]L = rank[R]I =p. (4.4) 
Furthermore, the row degrees (vi, . . . , vp) are the same for every minimal-lag 
AR description of a given AR system 2. They coincide with the minimal 
indices of the module 6,. Associated to these indices in a one-to-one 
relation are the structure indices ( pt)t E N of an AR system C defined by 
pt = the number of vi’s equal to t . (4.5a) 
The characterization (4.4) is also derived in Willems (1991, Proposition X.5: 
“bilaterally row proper”). Furthermore, in that paper there is described a 
uniquely determined minimal-lag description which yields a tn’m canonical 
firm for the dipolynomial matrix parametrization of AR equations. However, 
the definition given there is intricate and the existence and uniqueness result 
is not completely proved. In the following we show that this trim canonical 
form coincides with the dipolynomial bases in echelon form derived in 
Section 3. This way we obtain a characterization which is easier to verify and 
to handle, as well as a complete proof of Willems’s result. 
THEOREM 4.1 (Willems 1991). For every full-row-rank dipolynomial 
matrix R(s, s-l> E Rpx9[s, s-l] with 
and structure indices ( pt)t E N 
associated minimal indices ( vi Ii E p 
there exists a uniquely determined integer list 
(d)tEpk> kEN,> O<q;<q;< ..a <q;,<q, (4.5b) - 
and exactly one polynomial matrix R(s, s-l> which is unimodularly left 
equivalent to R( s, s - ’ > and satisfies: 
(9 Ifj = qi, 
then ifi = pO + p1 + 0.. +P~_~ + f, 
then deg irtj = t and ?jj(s) is nwnic, 
and ifinstead i z pO + p1 + .** +p,_, + f, 
then deg Fij < t. 
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(ii) Zj i = pa + pi + *** +&I + f, 1 < t’ < &, andj # q;, 
then if j < qt, 
then deg Tij < t, 
and if imteadj > qf, 
then deg Fij < t. 
(iii) The matrix 
REMARK 4.2. In Willems (1991) condition (ii) is formulated with the “if’ 
conditions “if j < q:,” and “if j > qi,“, i.e., q; is taken instead of qi. 
Moreover, in view of Theorem 3.9 it can be checked that the class of 
admissible transformations taken into consideration in the above reference is 
too restrictive. Consider for example: 
s+1 0 
0 0 
0 s2 + 1 
with p(s) = C&pk sk a ,polynomial of degree 2. Then 
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
and [RI; =R(O) = 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
Hence R(s, s-l> is a dipolynomial minimal-lag AR representation with 
structure index list p = (0, 1,2,0,0,. . .>. 
By Theorem 3.9 every unimodular transformation U(s, s-‘> which trans- 
forms R(s, s-l) into another dipolynomial minimal lag matrix is of the form 
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and ugl = us + b, ugl = cs + d, a, b, c, d E R. Then 
i(s, s-l) = qs, s-l)R(s, s-l) 
I 
0 0 %11S +1) 0 \ 
= 
u22G2 + 1) u22p(s) u21(s + ‘1 u23(s2 + ‘> . 
t”32h2 + ‘> u32ds) %I(’ + ‘) u33(s2 + ‘1 / 
(4.6) 
To obtain fi(s, s-l) in canonical minimal-lag description we have to fK the 
integer lists (q,k), E PI;, kENo. Because p=(O,1,2,0,0 ,... land $s,s-r) 
is of the form (4.6),-&e obtains 
and 
4: = 0 for k E {1,2}, 9: = 3, 
(~12,922) is either (1,2), (1,4), or (2,4). 
Now assume that &s, s-l) is in canonical form with qf = 1. Then by 
condition (i> in the original version of Theorem 4.1, u22 = 1. However, 
conditions (ii) requires u22 = 0 for both cases qi = 2 and qt = 4. 
If qf = 2, again by condition (i> u22 z 0, but also u22 = 0 by condition 
(ii). 
Summarizing, this example shows that there are dipolynomial matrices for 
which there does not exist a minimal-lag representation satisfying the original 
condition (ii) in Willems’s theorem. 
We call an AR representation satisfying the conditions (i)-(iii) of Theo- 
rem 4.1 a (modified) canonical minimal-lag representation. 
REMARK 4.3. Observe that R(s, s-l> in Remark 4.2 is already a (mod- 
ified) canonical minimal-lag representation with <qF, 9:) = (1,4). Further- 
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more, R(s, s-l) is also in echelon form with pivot indices yr = 3, 7s = 1, 
ys = 4, which is immediate from Proposition 3.11. 
The above remark indicates that there is a tight connection between the 
concept of canonical minimal-lag description and the echelon forms. Indeed, 
a further examination yields: 
THEOREM 4.4. A full-row-rank dipolynomial matrix R(s, s-l> E 
Rpx9[s, s-l] is a canonical minimal-lag representation $and only qR(s, s-‘> 
is a minimal dipolynomial basis in echelon form of the module R1' P[s, s- '1. 
R&s-'1. 
Proof. Assume R(s, s-l> is in echelon form with ordered indices vi < 
*** =G ZJ~ and pivot indices {ri, .. . , r,}. Let ( pt)tE N denote the integer 
sequence defined by (4.5a1, and let (q:>, E N, be such that 
i 
0 
qtk= y 
if k G {Ye,..., vP}, 
PO+ - +PI-l+t if k E {v,,...,~,} A t < pk. 
The ordering (4.5b) of the qjC is a consequence of the ordering of the pivot 
indices 
-&,+ - +pt_,+l < r,,+ - +Pkm1+2 ’ ‘** < %,+ - +Pk-l+Pk 
for k E {v,, . . . , v,,}. Then it is easily seen that conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of 
Theorem 4.1 are equivalent to conditions (ii), (iii), and (i) in Proposition 3.11. 
Hence R(s, s-l> is a canonical minimal-lag representation. 
If, conversely, R(s, s - ‘) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.1, then it 
suffices to show that the indices (q1y1,. . . , qi;, . . . , qp, . . . , q”p) coincide 
with the pivot indices of R(s, s-l). However, by conditions (1 
.p”p 
and (ii) of 
Theorem 4.1 the i th row of [ RI;1 is of the form (0, . . . , 0, 1, * , . . . , * > with 1 
atposition qp’ if i = p0 + a** +py,_i + l; hence qp = ~Po+...+Pv,_l+~ bythe 
definition of the pivot indices. n 
REMARK 4.5. 
(i) In the cases T = Z,, R,, R one obtains all representations of B = 
9(R), R polynomial of full row rank as in (4.21, by polynomial unimodular 
left multiplications. Now the minimal-lag descriptions as defined in Willems 
(1991) coincide with the polynomial minimal bases of the module M, = 
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RIXp[s] * R(s), and the associated (rectangular) bases in echelon form (cf. 
Hinrichsen and Pratzel-Wolters, 1983) yield a trim canonical form for the 
polynomial matrix parametrization of AR equations. 
(ii) Given a discrete-time linear time-invariant complete behavior, one 
can always find a polynomial AR representation for this set of trajectories. 
Hence the question arises whether it is sufficient to restrict the representa- 
tion of such behaviors to polynomial matrices and to regard only polynomial 
unimodular transformations. However, in view of Corollary 3.8(i) this leads to 
longer minimal-lag descriptions. 
(iii) So far we have given a system-theoretic interpretation of the polyno- 
mial and the dipolynomial minimal module bases by identifying them as the 
minimal-lag descriptions of the associated behaviors. However, the corre- 
sponding vector-space constructions are also neatly connected with system- 
theoretic concepts. For T = Z(Z+, R,, R) a system 2 for the form (4.1) 
((4.2), respectively) with R(s, s-r> E Fkxn[s, s-r] (R(s) E ~~““[s]> of full 
row rank is controllable if and only if all left divisors of R(s, s-‘> (R(s)) are 
unimodular elements of Fkxk[s, s-l] (Fkxk[s]). By-Theorem 3.7(n) (Theo- 
rem 3.7(i)) this is equivalent to the module identity M, = V, n FIX”[s, s-l] 
(M, = V, f~ F lx “[ s]); hence the minimal bases in echelon form for modules 
A c FIXn[s, s-1 ] (M c F1 ’ “[s]) which are saturated in their rational exten- 
sions give rise to a parametrization of all controllable AR systems over 
T = Z(Z+, R,, R). Furthermore, Willems (1991) defines the controllable 
part of a given system X with behavior L%‘(R) as the largest controllable 
linear time-invariant complete subsystem of 2 and shows that this subsystem 
has the behavior S@(R), where G is left prime and related to R by R = F& 
det F # 0, F dipolynomial (polynomial). Now the reduction algorithm for 
step (b) for the proof of Theorem 3.2 constructs such a factorization of R. 
Hence, starting with L&’ =9(R) and interpreting R as a basis of the vector 
space V, we obtain: 
(1) Reduction of R to a basis of Gv, 
of the controllable part of .9’(R). 
( Mv,> corresponds to the construction 
(2) Reduction of R to a module basis of h?n (M,) corresponds to the 
construction of a minimal-lag description of C. 
(iv) The reduction algorithm given in Hoffmann (1993) realizes the 
transformation of a given AR representation of S’ into a minimal-lag descrip- 
tion. This algorithm performs a unimodular transformation of the lowest 
coefficient matrix to full rank. An algorithm for the highest coefficient matrix 
can be obtained analogously (note that an elementary step of this algorithm is 
I + sB with B nilpotent; this transformation is polynomial unimodular and 
hence can be also be used for the reduction to minimal-lag descriptions in the 
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case T = Z,, R,, R). Hence the associated Matlab program in Hoffmann 
(1991) can be applied for the reduction. 
(v> The McMill an d g e ree Mm(C) of a system 2 = (Z, R”, B;(R)) of the 
form (4.1) is defined (cf. Willems, 1991) as the dipolynomial degree of the 
vector 
formed by all k x k minors fi of R. By Theorem 3.4 this McMillan degree 
coincides with the dipolynomial order of the module d,. 
5. CONCLUSION 
The purpose of this paper was to provide a module-theoretic framework 
for the investigation of linear time-invariant complete behavior systems as 
introduced by Willems (1991). Our starting point was a generalization of the 
concept of polynomial minimal bases to the case of dipolynomial matrices and 
the investigation of minimal basis transformations and canonical forms. 
A control-theoretic interpretation for the minimal dipolynomial bases and 
a trim canonical form for the dipolynomial matrix parametrization of AR 
equations were obtained. Moreover, we showed that the incorporation of 
dipolynomial concepts for the system representation in discrete time results 
in tighter minimal-lag descriptions. 
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